Description
EtherCAT® (Ethernet for Control Automation Technology) continuously grows to establish itself as a dominant, industrial, Ethernet network. The DDR-less EtherCAT reference design serves as a reference design for a completely new and low-cost, DDR-less, EtherCAT slave implementation on the AMIC110, a multiprotocol industrial communications system on a chip (SoC). This reference design showcases the ability to run a full EtherCAT slave stack entirely on the internal memory of the SoC. Significant system bill of materials (BOM) and board savings are achieved with this reference design by eliminating an external ASIC and DDR. Additionally, applications such as connected industrial drives and communications modules can significantly benefit from the faster speeds that are achieved by eliminating external memory transfers for EtherCAT.

Features
- Passes EtherCAT Slave Conformance Testing Tool (CTT) From EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG)
- Entire EtherCAT Slave Stack Hosted On Internal Memory
- Eight Fieldbus Memory Management Units (FMMUs) and Sync Managers (SMs) Supported By PRU-ICSS Firmware
- SYNC0/SYNC1 Generation With Distribute Clock (DC)
- Enhanced Link-Loss Detection For Loop Control
- Helps Improve System Performance With Removal Of Latencies Associated With External Memory Accesses
- Optionally Connect With C2000™ MCU, TMS320F28379D, To Provide Low-Cost, High-Performance, Industrial Drive Solutions

Resources
- TIDEP-0105 Design Folder
- AMIC110 Product Folder
- DP83822H Product Folder
- PRU-ICSS Industrial SW Product Folder

Applications
- Industrial Robot Communication Module
- CPU (Programmable Logic Controller)
- Communication Module
- AC Drive Wired and Wireless Communication
- Servo Drive Wired and Wireless Communication

An IMPORTANT NOTICE at the end of this TI reference design addresses authorized use, intellectual property matters and other important disclaimers and information.
1 System Description

EtherCAT, invented by Beckhoff Automation in Germany and later standardized by the ETG, is a real-time, industrial, Ethernet standard for industrial automation applications, such as input/output (I/O) devices, communication modules, sensors, and programmable logic controllers (PLCs).

Traditional Ethernet has seen unparalleled adoption in diverse applications, but in industrial environments it is still not efficient enough for small amounts of data exchange, due to its lower determinism for real-time operation and also works in which the network nodes must be connected through switches. EtherCAT improves upon traditional Ethernet by implementing on-the-fly processing, where the nodes in the EtherCAT network read the data from a frame as it passes through. All EtherCAT frames originate from the EtherCAT master, which sends commands and data to the slaves. Any data to be sent back to the master is written by the slave onto the frame as it passes through.

Many simple EtherCAT devices such as digital I/Os can be created using single FPGA or ASIC solutions available today. In EtherCAT nodes where additional processing power is needed, an external processor, often with on-chip Flash memory, is connected to the EtherCAT ASIC/FPGA for handling application-level processing. The cost of such architecture is higher than that of simple digital I/O devices, but it comes with flexibility in that developers can select a processor that suits their needs. In yet another approach, the EtherCAT implementation is one of the peripherals in the device that has an integrated CPU. Many FPGA devices can configure a processor in the FPGA or already have an integrated processor. The FPGAs are flexible, but depending on the CPU selection there is a risk that costs or operating frequency targets will be challenging to meet.

To meet the demand of cost-sensitive, industrial automation applications, this TI Design presents a reference design for a completely new, compact implementation that provides a low-cost, DDR-less, EtherCAT Slave with the AMIC110, a multiprotocol programmable industrial communications SoC. Significant system BOM and board savings are achieved with the solution by eliminating an external ASIC and DDR. In addition, the software- and firmware-based architecture and the PRU-ICSS Industrial Communications suite can scale to support multiple industrial Ethernet and fieldbus communication standards.

1.1 Key System Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>SPECIFICATIONS</th>
<th>DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EtherCAT commands</td>
<td>NOP, ARPD, APWR, APRW, FPRD, FPWR, FPRW, BRD, BWR, BRW, LRD, LWR, LRW, ARMW and FRMW</td>
<td>All supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ports</td>
<td>2 MII ports</td>
<td>Connection between the PHY (DP83822) and MAC (AMIC110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of FMMUs and SMs</td>
<td>Up to 8</td>
<td>Fieldbus memory management unit and sync managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process data RAM</td>
<td>8KB</td>
<td>From PRU shared RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed clock</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Supports SYNC0, SYNC1, LATCH0 and LATCH1 signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformance test</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Section 3.2.2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 System Overview

2.1 Block Diagram

Figure 1 shows the industrial protocol software architecture built with programmable real-time unit (PRU) technology on the AMIC110, which aligns with other Sitara™ family processor-based industrial application products. A highlighted feature of the Industrial Ethernet protocol EtherCAT on the AMIC110 device is that it is DDR-less, which is achieved by deep optimization from the bootloader to protocol drivers.

Three major software components, the physical layer, data link layer, and application layer, comprise the EtherCAT slave implementation on the AMIC110 device, similar to other Sitara processors from TI.

The first component is the physical layer, PHY, which provides all physical layer functions needed to transmit and receive data over standard twisted-pair cables. AMIC110 processors with the DP83822 Ethernet PHY device, as shown in Figure 2, the AMIC110 ICE hardware block diagram, exhibit a low latency.

In EtherCAT layer 2, the data link, the PRU real-time cores execute the tasks of datagram processing, distributed clocking, address mapping, error detection and handling, and host interface. PRUs also emulate the EtherCAT register space in the internal shared memory. With their deterministic real-time processing capability, the PRUs handle EtherCAT datagrams with consistent and predictable processing latency.

The third component is the EtherCAT slave stack, which runs on the Arm® processor and industrial application that is dependent on the end equipment in which this solution is used. For the application layer connection, different process data interfaces (PDI) are available. Typical interface options vary from 32-bit to 8- or 16-bit parallel I/O interfaces or serial interfaces like SPI.
Additional supporting components, such as the protocol adaptation layer and device drivers, are provided in the Processor SDK from TI, a unified software platform for TI-embedded processors.

Figure 2. AMIC110 Industrial Communication Engine

2.2 Highlighted Products

2.2.1 AMIC110 Sitara™ SoC

The AMIC110 device is a multiprotocol, programmable, industrial communications processor, which provides ready-to-use solutions for most industrial Ethernet and fieldbus communications slaves, as well as some masters. The device is based on the Arm Cortex®-A8 processor, peripherals, and industrial interface options. The AMIC110 microprocessor is an ideal companion-communications chip to the C2000 family of microcontrollers for connected drives.

Figure 3 shows the subsystems contained in the AMIC110 microprocessor. The microprocessor unit (MPU) subsystem is based on the Arm Cortex-A8 processor. The PRU-ICSS is separate from the ARM core, allowing independent operation and clocking for greater efficiency and flexibility. The PRU-ICSS enables additional peripheral interfaces and real-time protocols such as EtherCAT, PROFINET IRT, EtherNet/IP™, PROFIBUS, Ethernet Powerlink, Sercos III, and others. Additionally, the programmable nature of the PRU-ICSS, along with its access to pins, events, and all SoC resources, provides flexibility in implementing fast real-time responses, specialized-data handling operations, custom peripheral interfaces, and offloading tasks from the other processor cores of the SoC.
Figure 3 shows the AMIC110 microprocessor functional block diagram.

Key features:

- Up to 300-MHz Sitara, ARM Cortex-A8, 32-bit RISC processor:
  - NEON™ single instruction multiple data (SIMD) coprocessor
  - 32KB of L1 instruction and 32KB of data cache with single-error detection (parity)
  - 256KB of L2 cache with error correcting code (ECC)
  - 176KB of on-chip boot ROM
  - 64KB of dedicated RAM
  - Interrupt controller (up to 128 interrupt requests)

- On-chip memory (shared L3 RAM):
  - 64KB of general-purpose, on-chip memory controller (OCMC) RAM
  - Accessible to all masters

- Industrial communication subsystem (PRU-ICSS):
  - Supports protocols such as EtherCAT, PROFIBUS, PROFINET, EtherNet/IP, and more
  - Two PRUs
  - 32-bit load/store RISC processor, capable of running at 200 MHz
  - 8KB of instruction RAM with single-error detection (parity)
  - Single-cycle, 32-bit multiplier with 64-bit accumulator
  - Enhanced GPIO module provides shift-in/out support and parallel latch on the external signal
2.2.2 DP83822 Ethernet Physical Layer Transceiver

The DP83822 is a low-power, single-port, 10/100 Mbps, Ethernet PHY. The DP83822 provides all the physical layer functions needed to transmit and receive data over both standard twisted-pair cables or connecting to an external fiber optic transceiver. Additionally, the DP83822 device provides flexibility to connect to a MAC through a standard media independent interface (MII), reduced media-independent interface (RMII), or reduced gigabit media independent interface (RGMII). The DP83822 device offers integrated cable diagnostic tools, built-in self-test (BIST) and loopback capabilities for ease of use. The DP83822 device supports multiple industrial buses with fast link-down timing as well as Auto-MDIX in forced modes.

Figure 4 shows a simplified schematic of the DP83822.

Key features:
- IEEE 802.3u compliant: 100BASE-FX, 100BASE-TX, and 10BASE-Te
- MII, RMII, and RGMII MAC Interfaces
- Low-power, single-supply options: 1.8-V AVD < 120 mW, 3.3-V AVD < 220 mW
- Start of frame detect for IEEE 1588 time stamp
- Fast link-down timing
- Auto-crossover in forced modes
- BIST
- MDC / MDIO interface

2.3 System Design Theory

To implement the EtherCAT Slave DDR-less system on the AMIC110 with limited on-chip memory, many optimization techniques are applied. The optimization ranges from the AMIC110 second boot loader (SBL) to the Processor SDK RTOS drivers and EtherCAT protocol. Table 2 lists the available on-chip memory in the AMIC110 device.

![Figure 4. DP83822 Simplified Schematic](image)

Table 2. On-Chip Memory in AMIC110

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>START ADDRESS</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>0x40200000</td>
<td>0x00010000</td>
<td>64KB internal SRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 OCMC</td>
<td>0x40300000</td>
<td>0x00010000</td>
<td>64KB L3 OCMC SRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3 SHUMEM</td>
<td>0x44D00000</td>
<td>0x00004000</td>
<td>16KB M3 shared unified code space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3 SUDMEM</td>
<td>0x44D80000</td>
<td>0x00020000</td>
<td>8KB M3 shared data memory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The process of integrating EtherCAT with the Sitara processors has been streamlined. All the tools and software code required to integrate EtherCAT slaves are available as part of the processor SDK RTOS and PRU-ICSS Industrial SDK. The SDKs include the PRU-ICSS firmware, software drivers, hardware initialization routines, adaptation layer, EtherCAT protocol stack, and the application.
2.3.1  **SBL Optimization**

The SBL sets up the PLL clocks, powers on the I/O Peripherals, initializes the DDR, loads the application image into DDR, and brings the slave cores out of reset for applicable SoCs. A variety of boot modes such as QSPI, UART, MMCSD, NAND, and MCSPI are available in typical Sitara devices. The SBL uses part of the internal memory that has to be reduced to allow the EtherCAT stack and application to fit in.

2.3.1.1  **Reducing SBL Size**

Earlier versions of the AM335x/AMIC110 SBL in the Processor SDK RTOS for MCSPI boot mode: 34KB (release) and 57KB (debug).

The following changes have been implemented to reduce the size of the SBL for this use case:

- Bypass or remove SBL code and data for DDR setup
- Remove board and SoC detect functions to make the SBL specific for the AMIC110
- Remove console utilities to allow direct application boot

Implementation:

- Setup using the build option **USE_DDR** to configure the **DDRLESS** option in the source code
- Implementation generates cut-down version of board, utilities, device and bootloader components

2.3.1.2  **Wakeup PRU**

The EtherCAT application contains two, 8KB, constant arrays which contain the PRU firmware that gets copied into the OCMC memory and gets copied into the PRU IRAM memory. To avoid the copy, a mechanism was implemented in the SBL to load the application from the flash to PRU0 and PRU1 IRAM, which also avoids use of an additional 16KB of memory in the OCMC. To load the PRU0 and PRU1 IRAMs, the Arm needs to enable the PRU using PRCM.

Implementation:

- Setup build option **ENABLE_PRU** to perform the PRU wake-up sequence in the bootloader code.
- The option wakes up PRU0 and PRU1 and with flush data RAM

2.3.1.3  **Storing and Loading Copy of TIESC EEPROM Data and PRU IRAM Binaries**

The EtherCAT application has a requirement to save TIESC EEPROM data in nonvolatile memory that can be used to restore the setup. This data is also stored as a constant in the application and copied, to be used by the EtherCAT application during normal operation. This data was moved to the SPI flash and loaded in by the bootloader for the application to consume.

Implementation:

- Put binary images into TI Image format and load them based on the configuration file that specifies the number of binaries to load and the offset from which they are read into the device memory.
- Customization allows for loading of PRU firmware in IRAM and DATA RAM and also additional industrial constant arrays, like TIESC, into device memory
Figure 5 shows the SBL and EtherCAT memory map on the AMIC110 device. The .bss section of the EtherCAT application is designed to overlap with the SBL for maximum use of on-chip memory, because the .bss section is loaded only after the SBL has loaded the application and exited.

Figure 5. SBL and EtherCAT® Memory Map on AMIC110

2.3.2 Host Driver and Protocol Optimization

2.3.2.1 Memory Use Analysis

Using the object dump tool (arm-none-eabi-objdump.exe) from Arm GCC, the memory sections of the EtherCAT slave can be retrieved from the executable ARM binary (see Table 3).

Table 3. Memory Sections From Arm® GCC Compiler

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOADED SECTION</th>
<th>UNLOADED SECTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.c_int00</td>
<td>.comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ti.sysbios.family.arm.a8.mmuTableSection</td>
<td>.ARM.attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xdc.meta</td>
<td>.debug_aranges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.text</td>
<td>.debug_info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.rodata</td>
<td>.debug_abbrev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.text</td>
<td>.debug_frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.data</td>
<td>.debug_str</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.data</td>
<td>.debug_loc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack</td>
<td>.debug_ranges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These sections can be categorized into two types during code execution – loaded and unloaded. The loaded sections are the areas being investigated.
2.3.2.2 Optimization Techniques

A number of techniques were used to reduce the EtherCAT application fit into the AMIC110 on-chip memory.

1. The first step is to eliminate code support for unused features of the device, the ICE board, and in TI-RTOS. For example, in this application the I²C interface, SPI write, and the UART/ text/ printf support could be eliminated in both the application and in RTOS.

2. The next step is to minimize the RTOS debug and error handling components to what is necessary for the runtime application. Here, the error handlers and exception stack size are reduced, and unnecessary functions such as RTOS logging, RTS Thread protection, and stack overrun checking are eliminated.

3. The third step is to eliminate any unnecessary operations and optimize the remaining functions. For example, because the application runs only on a dedicated hardware configuration, the device configuration is static and does not need to be read from an EEPROM. Reduce functional representations to an optimum size. This reduction can be done by using bit arrays in place of word arrays. Optimize SYSBIOS to use a custom code configuration of just the necessary components. Evaluate the Stack and Heap use and set their reserved sizes to optimum values.

4. The last step is to compile the code and link the code with the appropriate settings to minimize the executable size and pack the executable into the available memory regions. These optimizations follow:
   - Use Thumb mode.
   - Optimize for size -Os.
   - Use NEON and hardware floating point.
   - Place each function in its own section.
   - Place data items in their own sections.
   - Disable all debugging information.
   - Enable global GNU optimizations, -flto, -fuse-linker-plugin.
   - Separate portions of the program and data to achieve good memory use.
   - Partition each relatively self-contained code block into sections, because external section references require additional program memory and cycles.
3 Hardware, Software, Testing Requirements, and Test Results

3.1 Required Hardware and Software

3.1.1 Hardware

- AMIC110 ICE
- XDS200 JTAG emulator
- Ethernet cable
- Power supply: 5 V, DC ±10% at 1.2 A

3.1.2 Software

- CCSv7.3.0.19 – Code Composer Studio™
- TwinCAT 3.1 – eXtended Automation Engineering (XAE) from ETG
- EtherCAT stack version 5.11 from ETG
- PROCESSOR-SDK-RTOS-AM335X 04_01_00_06
- PRU-ICSS-ETHERCAT-SLAVE v1.00.05
3.2 **Testing and Results**

3.2.1 **Test Setup**

1. Set up the hardware as shown in Figure 6. The other end of the Ethernet cable and XDS200 JTAG emulator connect to the PC.

2. Install the software listed in Section 3.1.2.

3. Follow the PRU-ICSS EtherCAT user guide wiki to create the full EtherCAT stack application.

   \[
   \text{projectCreate.bat AMIC11x arm ethercat_slave_full}
   \]

4. Apply the PDK patch for Thumb mode. For the DDR-less EtherCAT application to build, it is critical that the Processor SDK is built in Thumb mode. A patch file is included in the PRU-ICSS-ETHERCAT-SLAVE v1.00.05 package at \([INSTALL-\text{DIR}]/protocols/pdk_patches/04.01.00/AM335x_PDK_1_0_8_thumb_mode.patch\). After applying this patch the Processor SDK PDK needs to be cleaned and rebuilt. Follow the PDK rebuild procedure.

5. Follow the instructions in the Building full feature EtherCAT Slave Application wiki to build the full EtherCAT stack application.

6. Follow the instructions in the On-chip Memory (DDRless) Execution of EtherCAT Slave Application wiki to flash the bootloader, EtherCAT binaries, and application. During normal operation, users are required to flash the SBL in 0x000000 and the app at 0x20000. In DDR-less mode, the SBL (MLO) must load additional binaries to PRU0 IRAM and PRU1 IRAM and store TIESC EEPROM. The following flash memory map (see Figure 7) was set to flash the application binaries. Currently, the SBL (MLO) for DDR-less mode must be built from Processor SDK v4.2, with this patch. The patch is not required for Processor SDK RTOS v4.3 and later. A porting guide to rebase the PRU-ICSS-ETHERCAT-SLAVE v1.00.05 to Processor SDK v4.2 is in the Processor SDK 4.2 Migration Guide of EtherCAT section of the user’s guide.

![Figure 6. AMIC110 ICE Hardware Setup](image-url)
7. Reboot the AMIC110 ICE after the binaries are flashed to the SPI flash memory.

3.2.2 Test Results

3.2.2.1 Detect DDR-Less EtherCAT® Slave Device With TwinCAT

Follow these instructions to set up the TwinCAT.

1. Launch the TwinCAT and create a new project, for example iceAMIC110, as shown in Figure 8.
2. Next:

- Scan the device and box, then click yes when the Active Free Run window prompts.
- Check that the TI box is online and the current status is OP, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. TIESC-001 in OP State
3.2.2.2 Conformance Test

The DDR-less EtherCAT slave on the AMIC110 device successfully passes the CTT from ETG. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show zero errors when using the EtherCAT device.

![Figure 10. EtherCAT® Conformance Test Result](image1)

![Figure 11. EtherCAT® Conformance Test Report](image2)
4 Design Files

4.1 Schematics
To download the schematics, see the design files at TIDEP-0105.

4.2 Bill of Materials
To download the bill of materials (BOM), see the design files at TIDEP-0105.

4.3 PCB Layout Recommendations

4.3.1 Layout Prints
To download the layer plots, see the design files at TIDEP-0105.

4.4 Altium Project
To download the Altium project files, see the design files at TIDEP-0105.

4.5 Gerber Files
To download the Gerber files, see the design files at TIDEP-0105.

4.6 Assembly Drawings
To download the assembly drawings, see the design files at TIDEP-0105.

5 Software Files
To download the software files, see the design files at TIDEP-0105.

6 Related Documentation

1. Texas Instruments, EtherCAT® on Sitara™ Processors Marketing White Paper
2. Texas Instruments, EtherCAT® Slave and Multi-Protocol Industrial Ethernet Reference Design
4. Texas Instruments, DP83822 Robust, Low Power 10/100 Mbps Ethernet Physical Layer Transceiver Data Sheet
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